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W’ SEQUENTIAL STANDARD MODEL?
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Effective Lagrangian in analogy with Standard model
It is not a gauge theory (Langacker, Rev. Mod. Phys. 81,2009)

Altarelli et al , ZPCPF 1989
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Left-Right (N. Mohapatra Rabindra. Unification and supersymmetry)

331 (F Pisano, Vicente Pleitez, PRD 1992)

W’ renormalizable gauge models: Little Higgs (Hock-Seng Goh, Christopher A Krenke, PRD 2007)

Twin Higgs (Zackaria Chacko, Hock-Seng Goh, RoniHarnik, JHEP 2006)

Topflavor (Xiao-yuan Li, Ernest Ma, PRL 1981)

…

Atlas and CMS benchmarks
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Is this all the story?
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TOPFLAVOR MODEL
Muller and Nandi, PLB 1996
Muller Nandi NPB  1997
Malkawi et al,PRD 2000
Cao et al NPB 2016
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SU(3)! × SU(2)"# × SU(2)$ × U(1)%

First and 
second 

generations

Third 
generation

Violation of leptonUniversality (Li and Ma PRL 1981)
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TF SSM Data

Γtot/MW'=20%

Γtot/MW'=10%
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The Topflavor model requires an improved sensitivity compared 
to the Sequential Standard Model
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IceCube constraints on Violation 
of Equivalence Principle

Damiano F. G. Fiorillo

Based on 
D. Fiorillo, G. Mangano, S. Morisi, O. Pisanti, arXiv:2012.07867 (JCAP 04 (2021) 079) 

M. Chianese, D. Fiorillo, G. Mangano, G. Miele, S. Morisi, O. Pisanti, submitted to Symmetry
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Violation of Equivalence Principle (VEP)

Equivalence Principle 
All particles couple 

equally to the 
gravitational field

General Relativity Testing the Equivalence Principle 
can guide toward complete theory

Lab experiments 10!13 ! 10!14

!G/G

Free fall 10!10 ! 10!15

Atom 
interferometry 10!9 ! 10!15

IceCube can 
constrain at the 
level of  10!22
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VEP and high energy neutrinos
Why does VEP influence neutrinos?
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Dephasing leads to oscillations
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E " 1 TeV
Cosmic rays

Atmospheric neutrinos
Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2004; 
Battistoni et al., 2005; Abbasi et 
al., 2009; Esmaili et al., 2014

" G#�1 = $1G
G#�2 = $2G
G#�3 = $3G
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VEP and atmospheric neutrinos

Cosmic rays %
Model of atmospheric fluxes from Honda et al., 2006
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Constraints from atmospheric neutrinos
$21, $31 $21, $31have same signs have opposite signs
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Hint of nonstandard n interactions from NOnA & T2K 

Antonio Palazzo

PRIN NAT-NET 202106/07/2021

Mostly based on S.S. Chatterjee & A.P., 
PRL 126 051802 (2021) arXiv: 2008.04161

na nb

e, u, d e, u, d

Interazione dei neutrini na e nb mediata da un nuovo bosone vettore Z’

L’ elettrone (e) e i quark (u, d) sono presenti nella materia ordinaria

ZZZ?

UNIBA press-release INFN-BA press-release

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.051802
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04161
https://www.uniba.it/ateneo/rettorato/ufficio-stampa/comunicati-stampa/2021/possibili-indizi-di-nuove-ipotetiche-interazioni-dei-neutrini
https://www.ba.infn.it/index.php/it/15-1-top-news/206-possibili-indizi-di-nuove-interazioni-dei-neutrini
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T2K & NOnA at the forefront of CPV searches  

First 
oscillation
maximum

A narrow-band, long-
baseline nm beam

• 810 km away, 14 mrad (0.84o) off-axis, the beam spectra 
is narrow and at a good L/E for oscillation physics

• NuMI beam has operated routinely at up to 500 kW
– NOnA upgrades will put it to 700 kW in 2016 

(compared to 1.2 MW eventually in new beam for DUNE)
– Plans are to run in both neutrino and anti-neutrino modes

A narrow-band, long-
baseline nm beam

• 810 km away, 14 mrad (0.84o) off-axis, the beam spectra 
is narrow and at a good L/E for oscillation physics

• NuMI beam has operated routinely at up to 500 kW
– NOnA upgrades will put it to 700 kW in 2016 

(compared to 1.2 MW eventually in new beam for DUNE)
– Plans are to run in both neutrino and anti-neutrino modes

E = 2 GeV
L = 810 km

off-axis
beam

06/07/2021 Antonio Palazzo, UNIBA & INFN 2
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NOnA prefers dCP ∼ 0.8p

Discrepancy visible in bievents plots 
26
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• We	see	no	strong	asymmetry	in	the	rates	of	appearance	of	νe and	ν̅e
• Disfavor	hierarchy-δ combinations	which	would	produce	that	asymmetry
• Consistent	with	hierarchy-octant-δ combinations	which	include	some	“cancellation.”
– Since	such	options	exist	for	both	octants	and	hierarchies,	results	show	no	strong	preferences.	

Future joint fits
• Experiments with different neutrino energies have different oscillation 

probabilities and systematic uncertainties
• Combined analysis of data allows degeneracies to be broken and maximises

impact of data taken

Patrick Dunne (p.dunne12@imperial.ac.uk) 30 20 40 60 80
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FNAL Users Meeting2019

for Normal Ordering: T2K prefers dCP ∼ 1.5p{
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IO disfavored from Global Analysis

Antonio Palazzo, UNIBA & INFN 3
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FIG. 3. Allowed regions determined separately by T2K and NO⌫A for NO in the SM case (left panel) and with NSI in the e�µ
sector (middle panel) and in the e� ⌧ sector (right panel). In the middle panel we have taken the NSI parameters at their best
fit values of T2K + NO⌫A (|"eµ| = 0.15,�eµ = 1.38⇡). Similarly, in the right panel we have taken |"e⌧ | = 0.275,�e⌧ = 1.62⇡.
The contours are drawn at the 68% and 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f. The comparison of the middle and right panels with the left one
clearly evidences the reduction of the tension between the two experiments in the presence of NSI of both types.

|"e⌧ | = 0.275,�e⌧ = 1.62⇡ (right panel). The contours
are drawn at the 68% and 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f. In the
SM case a clear mismatch in the determination of the CP-
phase �CP among the two experiments is evident. While
NO⌫A prefers values close to �CP ⇠ 0.8⇡, T2K identifies
a value of �CP ⇠ 1.4⇡. Such two estimates, which have
a di↵erence of phase of about ⇡/2, are in disagreement
at more than 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f.. The reduction of
the tension between the two experiments obtained in the
presence of NSI is evident both in the middle and right
panels where the best fit values of �CP are very close to
the common value �CP ⇠ 3⇡/2. We see that the value
of �CP preferred by T2K is basically unchanged in the
presence of NSI as this experiment has a reduced sensi-
tivity to matter e↵ects. As a consequence the value of
�
T2K

CP
⇠ 3⇡/2 identified by T2K can be considered a faith-

ful estimate of its true value both in SM and in SM+NSI
scenarios. In contrast, NO⌫A due to the enhanced sensi-
tivity to matter e↵ects, if NSI are not taken into account
(left panel), identifies a fake value of �NOvA

CP
⇠ 0.8⇡. In

NO⌫A, the preference for the true value of �CP ⇠ 3⇡/2 is
restored once the NSI are taken into account (middle and
right panels). Therefore, it seems that NSI o↵er a very
simple and elegant way to solve the discrepancy among
the two experiments. We also note that the allowed re-
gions for NO⌫A are qualitatively di↵erent in the e � µ

and e�⌧ NSI cases. In fact, in the first case there is a sin-
gle allowed region while in the second case there are two
degenerate lobes. This di↵erent behavior can be traced
to the fact that the transition probabilities are di↵erent
in the two cases. More specifically, the sign in front of
the coe�cient b of P2 in Eq. (11) [see Eqs. (14) and (15)]
is opposite in the two scenarios.

For completeness, in the Supplemental Material (which
includes references [49–51]), we provide three additional
figures. First, we present a so-called bievents plot
(Fig. S1) meant to elucidate the tension between T2K

and NO⌫A and its resolutions with NSI. Second, we pro-
vide a figure (Fig. S2) analogous to Fig. 3 but referring to
the IO case. This plot clarifies why (as shown in Figs. 1
and 2 and also in Table I), in the IO case there is basi-
cally no preference for non-zero NSI. Finally, in Fig. S3,
we show the one-dimensional projections on the standard
oscillation parameters �CP, ✓23 and |�m

2
31
| from the com-

bination of NO⌫A and T2K, with and without NSI. Note
that Fig. S1 is not present in the Supplemental Material
published in PRL.

Conclusions. In this paper we have investigated the
impact of NSI on the tension recently emerged in the lat-
est T2K and NO⌫A data. Our main result is that such
a tension can be resolved by non-standard interactions
(NSI) of the flavor changing type involving the e�µ and
e� ⌧ flavors. We underline that, apart from the LBL ac-
celerator data, it would be very important to complement
our study considering the atmospheric neutrino data. To
this regard, we mention the recent IceCube DeepCore
analysis [48], which starts to probe values of the NSI cou-
plings below ⇠ 0.2, close but not incompatible to those
relevant to the present analysis. We also hope that Su-
perKamiokande may provide an updated analysis of the
atmospheric data in the presence of NSI, which is cur-
rently unfeasible from outside the collaboration.

Our results point towards relatively large e↵ective NSI
couplings of the order of ten per cent. Taking into ac-
count Eq. (4), these may correspond to couplings of a few
per cent at the level of the fundamental constituents (u
and d quarks and electrons). A major challenge in gen-
erating such observable NSI in any UV-complete model
is that there are stringent bounds arising from charged-
lepton flavor violation. In fact, when the new physics
responsible for the generation of the neutrino NSI is due
to mediators heavier than the electroweak symmetry-
breaking scale, one expects also that the charged leptons
are involved as components of the doublet of SU(2). One

4

Our analysis of n 2020 preliminary data

Maybe a statistical fluctuation or a systematic error 

In NO, tension in the determination of dCP

But interesting to consider alternative explanations…  

68% & 90% CL 2 dof

Antonio Palazzo, UNIBA & INFN 4
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T2K and NOvA have different baselines and peak energies (L/E = costant)

Why to consider non-standard interactions 

Matter effects depend on the ratio v =
2VCCE

�m2
31

= 0.18


E

2.0GeV

�
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T2K

NOvA

New matter effects encoded by NSI are also proportional to 

T2K is a “quasivacuum” experiment. Its estimate of dCP is independent of NSI. 

NOvA is a “matter dominated” experiment. The extracted value of dCP is
affected by NSI. If NSI are taken into account, the estimate of dCP should 
return in agreement with that of T2K.

Basic Idea: suppose NSI exist, then: 

v
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FIG. 3. Allowed regions determined separately by T2K and NO⌫A for NO in the SM case (left panel) and with NSI in the e�µ
sector (middle panel) and in the e� ⌧ sector (right panel). In the middle panel we have taken the NSI parameters at their best
fit values of T2K + NO⌫A (|"eµ| = 0.15,�eµ = 1.38⇡). Similarly, in the right panel we have taken |"e⌧ | = 0.275,�e⌧ = 1.62⇡.
The contours are drawn at the 68% and 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f. The comparison of the middle and right panels with the left one
clearly evidences the reduction of the tension between the two experiments in the presence of NSI of both types.

|"e⌧ | = 0.275,�e⌧ = 1.62⇡ (right panel). The contours
are drawn at the 68% and 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f. In the
SM case a clear mismatch in the determination of the CP-
phase �CP among the two experiments is evident. While
NO⌫A prefers values close to �CP ⇠ 0.8⇡, T2K identifies
a value of �CP ⇠ 1.4⇡. Such two estimates, which have
a di↵erence of phase of about ⇡/2, are in disagreement
at more than 90% C.L. for 2 d.o.f.. The reduction of
the tension between the two experiments obtained in the
presence of NSI is evident both in the middle and right
panels where the best fit values of �CP are very close to
the common value �CP ⇠ 3⇡/2. We see that the value
of �CP preferred by T2K is basically unchanged in the
presence of NSI as this experiment has a reduced sensi-
tivity to matter e↵ects. As a consequence the value of
�
T2K

CP
⇠ 3⇡/2 identified by T2K can be considered a faith-

ful estimate of its true value both in SM and in SM+NSI
scenarios. In contrast, NO⌫A due to the enhanced sensi-
tivity to matter e↵ects, if NSI are not taken into account
(left panel), identifies a fake value of �NOvA

CP
⇠ 0.8⇡. In

NO⌫A, the preference for the true value of �CP ⇠ 3⇡/2 is
restored once the NSI are taken into account (middle and
right panels). Therefore, it seems that NSI o↵er a very
simple and elegant way to solve the discrepancy among
the two experiments. We also note that the allowed re-
gions for NO⌫A are qualitatively di↵erent in the e � µ

and e�⌧ NSI cases. In fact, in the first case there is a sin-
gle allowed region while in the second case there are two
degenerate lobes. This di↵erent behavior can be traced
to the fact that the transition probabilities are di↵erent
in the two cases. More specifically, the sign in front of
the coe�cient b of P2 in Eq. (11) [see Eqs. (14) and (15)]
is opposite in the two scenarios.

For completeness, in the Supplemental Material (which
includes references [49–51]), we provide three additional
figures. First, we present a so-called bievents plot
(Fig. S1) meant to elucidate the tension between T2K

and NO⌫A and its resolutions with NSI. Second, we pro-
vide a figure (Fig. S2) analogous to Fig. 3 but referring to
the IO case. This plot clarifies why (as shown in Figs. 1
and 2 and also in Table I), in the IO case there is basi-
cally no preference for non-zero NSI. Finally, in Fig. S3,
we show the one-dimensional projections on the standard
oscillation parameters �CP, ✓23 and |�m

2
31
| from the com-

bination of NO⌫A and T2K, with and without NSI. Note
that Fig. S1 is not present in the Supplemental Material
published in PRL.
Conclusions. In this paper we have investigated the

impact of NSI on the tension recently emerged in the lat-
est T2K and NO⌫A data. Our main result is that such
a tension can be resolved by non-standard interactions
(NSI) of the flavor changing type involving the e�µ and
e� ⌧ flavors. We underline that, apart from the LBL ac-
celerator data, it would be very important to complement
our study considering the atmospheric neutrino data. To
this regard, we mention the recent IceCube DeepCore
analysis [48], which starts to probe values of the NSI cou-
plings below ⇠ 0.2, close but not incompatible to those
relevant to the present analysis. We also hope that Su-
perKamiokande may provide an updated analysis of the
atmospheric data in the presence of NSI, which is cur-
rently unfeasible from outside the collaboration.
Our results point towards relatively large e↵ective NSI

couplings of the order of ten per cent. Taking into ac-
count Eq. (4), these may correspond to couplings of a few
per cent at the level of the fundamental constituents (u
and d quarks and electrons). A major challenge in gen-
erating such observable NSI in any UV-complete model
is that there are stringent bounds arising from charged-
lepton flavor violation. In fact, when the new physics
responsible for the generation of the neutrino NSI is due
to mediators heavier than the electroweak symmetry-
breaking scale, one expects also that the charged leptons
are involved as components of the doublet of SU(2). One
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(NSI) of the flavor changing type involving the e�µ and
e� ⌧ flavors. We underline that, apart from the LBL ac-
celerator data, it would be very important to complement
our study considering the atmospheric neutrino data. To
this regard, we mention the recent IceCube DeepCore
analysis [48], which starts to probe values of the NSI cou-
plings below ⇠ 0.2, close but not incompatible to those
relevant to the present analysis. We also hope that Su-
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atmospheric data in the presence of NSI, which is cur-
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count Eq. (4), these may correspond to couplings of a few
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erating such observable NSI in any UV-complete model
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responsible for the generation of the neutrino NSI is due
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FIG. 1. Allowed regions determined by the combination of
T2K and NO⌫A for NO (left panels) and IO (right panels).
The upper (lower) panels refer to "eµ("e⌧ ) taken one at a time.
In the upper (lower) panels the NSI CP-phase �eµ (�e⌧ ) has
been marginalized. In all panels the atmospheric parame-
ters �m2

31 and ✓23 have been marginalized. The contours are
drawn at the 68% and 90% confidence level for 2 d.o.f..

�CP is close to 3⇡/2. We will come back later on this im-
portant point.

Figure 2 shows the results of the analysis of the com-
bination of T2K and NO⌫A similar to Fig. 1. In this
case, however, each panel displays the allowed regions in
the plane spanned by the relevant NSI coupling (|"eµ| or
|"e⌧ |) and the corresponding CP-phase (�eµ or �e⌧ ). The
standard CP-phase �CP, the mixing angles ✓23 and ✓13,
and the squared-mass �m

2
31

are marginalized away. It
is intriguing to note how in the NO case the preferred
value for both the new CP-phases �eµ and �e⌧ is close to
3⇡/2, so indicating purely imaginary NSI, i.e. maximal
CP-violation also in the NSI sector. In Table I we report
the best fit values of the NSI couplings together with the
CP-phases and the value of ��

2 = �
2

SM
� �

2

SM+NSI
for a

fixed choice of the NMO.
In Fig. 2, we superimpose the upper bounds coming

TABLE I. Best fit values and ��2 = �2
SM � �2

SM+NSI for the
two choices of the NMO.

NMO NSI |"↵� | �↵�/⇡ �CP/⇡ ��2

NO
"eµ 0.15 1.38 1.48 4.50

"e⌧ 0.27 1.62 1.46 3.75

IO
"eµ 0.02 0.96 1.50 0.07

"e⌧ 0.15 1.58 1.52 1.01

FIG. 2. Allowed regions determined by the combination of
T2K and NO⌫A for NO (left panels) and IO (right panels).
The upper (lower) panels refer to "eµ("e⌧ ) taken one at a time.
In all panels the standard CP-phase �CP has been marginal-
ized in addition to the atmospheric parameters �m2

31 and ✓23.
The contours are drawn at the 68% and 90% confidence level
for 2 d.o.f.. The dashed curves represent the upper bounds
(90% C.L., 2 d.o.f.) derived from the preliminary analysis of
the IceCube data [48].

from the preliminary analysis of IceCube data [48], which
are the most stringent ones in the literature on the rele-
vant couplings. These bounds are not incompatible with
the indication we find. Rather, they select the lower val-
ues of the couplings favored by T2K and NO⌫A. Inter-
estingly, IceCube finds |"eµ| = 0.07 as best fit point with
a preference of 1 sigma level with respect to the SM case
(see slides 20 and 33 in [48]). Also, the best fit we find
for the CP-phase �eµ ⇠ 3⇡/2 is compatible with that
found by IceCube. Although we cannot quantitatively
combine our results with those of IceCube, we can esti-
mate that |"eµ| ⇠ 0.1 is expected to come as the best fit
from such a combination with a significance around the
2 sigma confidence level.

In order to understand how the preference for a non-
zero NSI coupling arises, it is useful to look to what hap-
pens separately to NO⌫A and T2K. For this purpose,
in Fig. 3 we display the allowed regions in the plane
spanned by the standard CP-phase �CP and the atmo-
spheric mixing angle ✓23 in the NO case. The left panel
refers to the SM case, while the middle and right panels
concern the SM+NSI scenario with NSI in the e�µ and
e� ⌧ sectors respectively. In the middle and right panels
we have taken the NSI parameters at their best fit val-
ues of the combined analysis of NO⌫A and T2K. More
specifically, |"eµ| = 0.15,�eµ = 1.38⇡ (middle panel) and
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Conclusions

T2K and NOnA display a tension at ∼2 sigma level

Complex flavor-changing NSI can solve the tension for e ∼ 0.2

New IceCube data with higher statistics should be able to 
probe these couplings

If the NSI indication persists, T2HK and DUNE will definitely 
confirm/disconfirm it.
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i.e., T2K [21] and NOvA [22]. Finally, we will also compare its reach to a proposed future

neutrino oscillation experiment with much larger statistics but a much shorter baseline, to

illustrate the importance of the long-baseline over the size of the event sample collected.

As an example, we will consider the reach of the T2HK experiment [23].

The impact of NSI in propagation at long-baseline experiments has been studied ex-

tensively in the literature, see Refs. [24–32] for an incomplete list, or see Refs. [33, 34] for

recent reviews on the topic. In particular, the reach of the LBNE experiment (very similar

to the DUNE setup considered in this work) was studied in Ref. [35]. However, this study

was performed under the assumption of a vanishing ✓13, and only one non-standard pa-

rameter was switched on at a time. In the current work, we will follow the same approach

as in Ref. [32]: all NSI parameters are included at once in the simulations, in order to

explore possible correlations and degeneracies among them. As we will see, this will reveal

two important degeneracies, potentially harmful for standard oscillation analyses.

The recent determination of ✓13 also has important consequences for the sensitivity to

NSI parameters. On one hand, the large value of ✓13 makes it possible for the interference

terms between standard and non-standard contributions to the oscillation amplitudes to

become relevant (see, e.g., Ref. [36] for a recent discussion). In addition, the value of ✓13
has now been determined to an extremely good accuracy by reactor experiments [37–39],

while the current generation of long-baseline facilities expects to significantly improve the

precision on the atmospheric parameters in the upcoming years [40]. At the verge of the

precision Era in neutrino experiments, it thus seems appropriate to reevaluate the sensitiv-

ity of current and future long-baseline experiments to NSI parameters and, in particular,

of the DUNE proposal.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the NSI formalism; Sec. 3

describes the simulation procedure and the more technical details of the experimental

setups under study; Sec. 4 summarizes our results, and we present our conclusions in

Sec. 5. Finally, App. A contains some more technical details regarding the implementation

of previous constraints on the oscillation parameters in our simulations.

2 The formalism of NSI in propagation

NSI a↵ecting neutrino propagation (from here on, we will refer to them simply as NSI)

take place through the following four-fermion e↵ective operators:

�LNSI = �2
p
2GF

X

f,P

✏fP↵� (⌫↵�
µPL⌫�)

�
f�µPf

�
, (2.1)

where GF is the Fermi constant, f = u, d, e stands for the index running over fermions in

the Earth matter, P stands for the projection operators PL ⌘
1
2(1� �5) or PR ⌘

1
2(1+ �5),

and ↵,� = e, µ, ⌧ . From neutrino oscillations we have no information on the separate

contribution of a given operator with coe�cient "fP↵� , but only on their sum over flavours

and chirality. The e↵ects of these operators appear in the neutrino evolution equation, in
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1 Introduction

The discovery of neutrino oscillations (and with them, neutrino masses) stands today as

one of the most clear evidences of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). If the SM is

regarded as a low-energy e↵ective theory, neutrino masses can be added by the inclusion

of a non-renormalizable d = 5 operator, also known as the Weinberg operator [1]:

cd=5

⇤
(Lc

L�̃
⇤)(�̃†LL) , (1.1)

where LL stands for the lepton doublet, �̃ = i�2�, � being the SM Higgs doublet, and ⇤

is the scale of New Physics (NP) up to which the e↵ective theory is valid to. In Eq. 1.1,

cd=5 is a coe�cient which depends on the high energy theory responsible for the e↵ective

operator at low energies. Interestingly enough, the Weinberg operator is the only SM

gauge invariant d = 5 operator which can be constructed within the SM particle content.

Furthermore, it beautifully explains the smallness of neutrino masses with respect to the

rest of fermions in the SM through the suppression with a scale of NP at high energies.

When working in an e↵ective theory approach, however, an infinite tower of operators

would in principle be expected to take place. The e↵ective Lagrangian at low energies

would be expressed as:

L
eff = LSM +

cd=5

⇤
O

d=5 +
cd=6

⇤2
O

d=6 + . . . . (1.2)
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We focus on eeµ and eet (eµt : small effect on ne apperance and strong bounds)

f = e, u, d
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Only vectorial couplings are relevant for matter effects
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Effective couplings in the Earth’s crust (Nn ≅ Np)

Off-diagonal eab are complex and bring a CP phase "↵� = |"↵� |ei�↵�
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<latexit sha1_base64="5CKpZKP/VU99khU5w/5mKVjy244=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuhGKD3BZwT6giWUynbRjZ5IwMxFKyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9xmnahrQcGDuecy517/JgzpW3721pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7TRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlLOQNjTTnLZjSbHwOW35w4ux33qgUrEovNWjmHoC90MWMIK1kbql8rCbsvsMnSE3kJik7iXlGiNxV831LK1eZSZlV+wcaJ44U1KGKerd0pfbi0giaKgJx0p1HDvWXoqlZoTTrOgmisaYDHGfdgwNsaDKS/NjMnRolB4KImleqFGu/p5IsVBqJHyTFFgP1Kw3Fv/zOokOTr2UhXGiaUgmi4KEIx2hcTOoxyQlmo8MwUQy81dEBtiUok1/RVOCM3vyPGlWK45dcW6Oy7XzaR0F2IcDOAIHTqAG11CHBhB4hGd4hTfryXqx3q2PSXTBms7swR9Ynz8hu5sH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5CKpZKP/VU99khU5w/5mKVjy244=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuhGKD3BZwT6giWUynbRjZ5IwMxFKyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9xmnahrQcGDuecy517/JgzpW3721pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7TRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlLOQNjTTnLZjSbHwOW35w4ux33qgUrEovNWjmHoC90MWMIK1kbql8rCbsvsMnSE3kJik7iXlGiNxV831LK1eZSZlV+wcaJ44U1KGKerd0pfbi0giaKgJx0p1HDvWXoqlZoTTrOgmisaYDHGfdgwNsaDKS/NjMnRolB4KImleqFGu/p5IsVBqJHyTFFgP1Kw3Fv/zOokOTr2UhXGiaUgmi4KEIx2hcTOoxyQlmo8MwUQy81dEBtiUok1/RVOCM3vyPGlWK45dcW6Oy7XzaR0F2IcDOAIHTqAG11CHBhB4hGd4hTfryXqx3q2PSXTBms7swR9Ynz8hu5sH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5CKpZKP/VU99khU5w/5mKVjy244=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuhGKD3BZwT6giWUynbRjZ5IwMxFKyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9xmnahrQcGDuecy517/JgzpW3721pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7TRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlLOQNjTTnLZjSbHwOW35w4ux33qgUrEovNWjmHoC90MWMIK1kbql8rCbsvsMnSE3kJik7iXlGiNxV831LK1eZSZlV+wcaJ44U1KGKerd0pfbi0giaKgJx0p1HDvWXoqlZoTTrOgmisaYDHGfdgwNsaDKS/NjMnRolB4KImleqFGu/p5IsVBqJHyTFFgP1Kw3Fv/zOokOTr2UhXGiaUgmi4KEIx2hcTOoxyQlmo8MwUQy81dEBtiUok1/RVOCM3vyPGlWK45dcW6Oy7XzaR0F2IcDOAIHTqAG11CHBhB4hGd4hTfryXqx3q2PSXTBms7swR9Ynz8hu5sH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5CKpZKP/VU99khU5w/5mKVjy244=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclaQIuhGKD3BZwT6giWUynbRjZ5IwMxFKyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9xmnahrQcGDuecy517/JgzpW3721pYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2Szu7TRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlLOQNjTTnLZjSbHwOW35w4ux33qgUrEovNWjmHoC90MWMIK1kbql8rCbsvsMnSE3kJik7iXlGiNxV831LK1eZSZlV+wcaJ44U1KGKerd0pfbi0giaKgJx0p1HDvWXoqlZoTTrOgmisaYDHGfdgwNsaDKS/NjMnRolB4KImleqFGu/p5IsVBqJHyTFFgP1Kw3Fv/zOokOTr2UhXGiaUgmi4KEIx2hcTOoxyQlmo8MwUQy81dEBtiUok1/RVOCM3vyPGlWK45dcW6Oy7XzaR0F2IcDOAIHTqAG11CHBhB4hGd4hTfryXqx3q2PSXTBms7swR9Ynz8hu5sH</latexit>
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p
2GFNe

<latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lTHBLeVrX9KhueP6TV9UB6mURds=">AAAB+nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq45udREsgqsy041uBKGgrqSCbYXOMGTStA1NMmOSEcrQjRtfxY0LRXwQd76N6c9CWw8EPs5JuLknTjnTxvO+ncLK6tr6RnGztFXe3tl198otnWSK0CZJeKLuY6wpZ5I2DTOc3qeKYhFz2o6H9UnefqRKs0TemVFKQ4H7kvUYwcZakXvYivJACVSvj9E5CvSDMqiGrqJLdBPRyK14VW8qtAz+HCowVyNyv4JuQjJBpSEca93xvdSEOVaGEU7HpSDTNMVkiPu0Y1FiQXWYT7cYo2PrdFEvUfZIg6bu7xc5FlqPRGxvCmwGejGbmP9lncz0zsKcyTQzVJLZoF7GkUnQpBLUZYoSw0cWMFHM/hWRAVaYGFtcyZbgL668DK1a1feq/q0HRTiAIzgBH07hAq6hAU0g8AQv8AbvzrPz6nzM6io489724Y+czx/ZLZUU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lTHBLeVrX9KhueP6TV9UB6mURds=">AAAB+nicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq45udREsgqsy041uBKGgrqSCbYXOMGTStA1NMmOSEcrQjRtfxY0LRXwQd76N6c9CWw8EPs5JuLknTjnTxvO+ncLK6tr6RnGztFXe3tl198otnWSK0CZJeKLuY6wpZ5I2DTOc3qeKYhFz2o6H9UnefqRKs0TemVFKQ4H7kvUYwcZakXvYivJACVSvj9E5CvSDMqiGrqJLdBPRyK14VW8qtAz+HCowVyNyv4JuQjJBpSEca93xvdSEOVaGEU7HpSDTNMVkiPu0Y1FiQXWYT7cYo2PrdFEvUfZIg6bu7xc5FlqPRGxvCmwGejGbmP9lncz0zsKcyTQzVJLZoF7GkUnQpBLUZYoSw0cWMFHM/hWRAVaYGFtcyZbgL668DK1a1feq/q0HRTiAIzgBH07hAq6hAU0g8AQv8AbvzrPz6nzM6io489724Y+czx/ZLZUU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n1tpQYoMjpvKRM6KTdAhsU8azbE=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBbBVUm60Y1QLKgrqWAf0IQwmU7aoTOTODMRSujGjb/ixoUibv0Hd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7T5gwqrTjfFuFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6k4lZg0ccxi2QmRIowK0tRUM9JJJEE8ZKQdDusTv/1ApKKxuNOjhPgc9QWNKEbaSIF92AoyT3JYr4/hOfTUvdSwCq+CS3gTkMAuOxVnCrhI3JyUQY5GYH95vRinnAiNGVKq6zqJ9jMkNcWMjEteqkiC8BD1SddQgThRfjb9YgyPjdKDUSxNCQ2n6u+JDHGlRjw0nRzpgZr3JuJ/XjfV0ZmfUZGkmgg8WxSlDOoYTiKBPSoJ1mxkCMKSmlshHiCJsDbBlUwI7vzLi6RVrbhOxb11yrWLPI4iOABH4AS44BTUwDVogCbA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFrLVj5zD74A+vzB1BEloA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o1MIN+lWKPYRVy6SlJjm5xkiUvM=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71sFgETyUpgl6EYkE9SQXbCk0Im+2mXbq7ibsboYRevPhXvHhQxKv/wZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDBhVGnH+bYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlr2901JxKjFp4pjF8i5EijAqSFNTzchdIgniISPtcFAf++0HIhWNxa0eJsTnqCdoRDHSRgrs/VaQeZLDen0Ez6Cn7qWGVXgZXMDrgAR22ak4E8B54uakDHI0AvvL68Y45URozJBSHddJtJ8hqSlmZFTyUkUShAeoRzqGCsSJ8rPJFyN4aJQujGJpSmg4UX9PZIgrNeSh6eRI99WsNxb/8zqpjk79jIok1UTg6aIoZVDHcBwJ7FJJsGZDQxCW1NwKcR9JhLUJrmRCcGdfnietasV1Ku7Ncbl2nsdRBHvgABwBF5yAGrgCDdAEGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6mrQUrn9kFf2B9/gBRhJaE</latexit>
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ability probed at LBL facilities acquires a new interference term 
that depends on one new dynamical CP-phase !. This term sums 
up with the well-known interference term related to the standard 
CP-phase " creating a potential source of confusion in the recon-
struction of the #23 octant. Taking the Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment (DUNE) [33–37] as a case study,2 we show that for 
values of the NSI coupling as small as few % (relative to the Fermi 
constant GF), for unfavorable combinations of the two CP-phases "
and !, the discovery potential of the octant of #23 gets completely 
lost.

2. Theoretical framework

A neutral-current NSI can be described by a four-fermion 
dimension-six operator [6]

LNC-NSI = !2
"

2G F $
f C
%&

!
'%( µ P L'&

"!
f (µ P C f

"
, (1)

where subscripts %, & = e, µ, ) indicate the neutrino flavor, super-
script f = e, u, d labels the matter fermions, superscript C = L, R
denotes the chirality of the ff current, and $ f C

%& are dimensionless 
quantities which parametrize the strengths of the NSI’s. The her-
miticity of the interaction demands

$ f C
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For neutrino propagation through matter, the relevant combina-
tions are
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where N f denotes the number density of fermion f . For the 
Earth, we can assume neutral and isoscalar matter, implying Nn %
Np = Ne , in which case Nu % Nd % 3Ne . Therefore,

$%& % $e
%& + 3$u

%& + 3$d
%& . (4)

The NSI’s modify the effective Hamiltonian for neutrino propaga-
tion in matter, which in the flavor basis reads
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where U is the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) ma-
trix, which, in the standard parameterization, depends on three 
mixing angles (#12, #13, #23) and one CP-phase ("). We have 
also introduced the solar and atmospheric wavenumbers k21 $
*m2

21/2E and k31 $ *m2
31/2E and the charged-current matter po-

tential

V CC =
"

2G F Ne % 7.6 Ye & 10!14
*

+

g/cm3

+
eV , (6)

where Ye = Ne/(Np + Nn) % 0.5 is the relative electron num-
ber density in the Earth crust. It is useful to introduce the di-
mensionless quantity v = V CC/k31, whose absolute value is given 
by

|v| =
,,,,

V CC

k31

,,,, % 0.22
*

E
2.5 GeV

+
, (7)

since it will appear in the analytical expressions of the 'µ ' 'e
transition probability. In Eq. (7), we have taken the energy of 

2 Recent work on the impact of NSI’s at DUNE can be found in [23,21,22,15,17,
38].

the DUNE first oscillation maximum E = 2.5 GeV as a bench-
mark.

In the present work, we limit our investigation to flavor non-
diagonal NSI’s, that is, we only allow the $%& ’s with % (= & to 
be non-zero. More specifically, we will focus our attention on the 
couplings $eµ and $e) , which, as will we discuss in detail, intro-
duce an observable dependency from their associated CP-phase in 
the appearance 'µ ' 'e probability probed at the LBL facilities. 
For completeness, we will comment about the (different) role of 
the third coupling ,µ) , which mostly affects the 'µ ' 'µ disap-
pearance channel and has not a critical impact in the #23 octant 
reconstruction. We recall that the current upper bounds (at 90% 
C.L.) on the two NSI’s under consideration are: |$eµ| ! 0.33, as re-
ported in the review [1], and |$e) | ! 0.45 as derived from the most 
recent Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data analysis [39] under the 
assumption ,ee = 0 (see also [40]). As we will show in detail, the 
strengths of |$eµ| and |$e) | that can give rise to a degeneracy prob-
lem with the octant of #23 are one order of magnitude smaller than 
these upper bounds.

3. Analytical expressions

Let us consider the transition probability relevant for the LBL 
experiment DUNE. Using the expansions available in the litera-
ture [41] one can see that in the presence of a NSI, the transition 
probability can be written approximately as the sum of three terms

Pµe % P0 + P1 + P2 , (8)

where the first two terms return the standard 3-flavor probability 
and the third one is ascribed to the presence of NSI. Noting that 
the small mixing angle sin #13, the matter parameter v and the 
modulus |$| of the NSI can be considered approximately of the 
same order of magnitude O(,), while % $ *m2

21/*m2
31 = ±0.03

is O(,2), one can expand the probability keeping only third order 
terms. Using a notation similar to that adopted in [11], we obtain3

P0 % 4s2
13s2

23 f 2 , (9)

P1 % 8s13s12c12s23c23% f g cos(* + ") , (10)

P2 % 8s13s23 v|$|[af 2 cos(" + !) + bf g cos(* + " + !)] , (11)

where * $ *m2
31L/4E is the atmospheric oscillating frequency re-

lated to the baseline L. For compactness, we have used the nota-
tion (si j $ sin #i j , ci j $ cos #i j), and following [43], we have intro-
duced the quantities

f $ sin[(1 ! v)*]
1 ! v

, g $ sin v*

v
. (12)

We observe that P0 is positive definite being independent of the 
CP-phases, and gives the leading contribution to the probability. 
In P1 one recognizes the standard 3-flavor interference term be-
tween the solar and the atmospheric frequencies. The third term 
P2 brings the dependency on the (complex) NSI coupling and of 
course is non-zero only in the presence of matter (i.e. if v (= 0). In 
Eq. (11) we have assumed for the NSI coupling the general com-
plex form

$ = |$|ei! . (13)

3 Interestingly, a similar decomposition of the transition probability is valid in the 
presence of a light sterile neutrino [42]. In that case, however, the origin of the new 
interference term P2 is kinematical, and it is operative also in vacuum. In fact, the 
new term is related to the interference of the atmospheric oscillations with those 
induced by the new large mass-squared splitting implied by the sterile state.
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3 Interestingly, a similar decomposition of the transition probability is valid in the 
presence of a light sterile neutrino [42]. In that case, however, the origin of the new 
interference term P2 is kinematical, and it is operative also in vacuum. In fact, the 
new term is related to the interference of the atmospheric oscillations with those 
induced by the new large mass-squared splitting implied by the sterile state.
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Pµe involves 4 small quantities 
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<latexit sha1_base64="WfNq3gQipwH7bJUZ9YgZBGY8VEw=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYhd0gaBm0sYxgHpBdwt3J3WTI7IOZ2UDY5Ads/BUbC0Vs7e38GyePQhMPXDhzzr3MvcdPBFfatr+t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGqoOJUM6ywWsWz5oFDwCOuaa4GtRCKEvsCmP7id+s0hSsXj6EGPEvRC6EU84Ay0kTrFs7E7BImJ4sI8MxdE0gfXRw2TMXUVD6ldrnSKJbtsz0BXibMgJbJArVP8crsxS0OMNBOgVNuxE+1lIDVnAicFN1WYABtAD9uGRhCi8rLZNRN6bpQuDWJpKtJ0pv6eyCBUahT6pjME3VfL3lT8z2unOrj2Mh4lqcaIzT8KUkF1TKfR0C6XyLQYGQJMcrMrZX2QwLQJsGBCcJZPXiWNStmxy879Zal6s4gjT07IKbkgDrkiVXJHaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn3MW3PWYuaY/IH1+QORxpvQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WfNq3gQipwH7bJUZ9YgZBGY8VEw=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYhd0gaBm0sYxgHpBdwt3J3WTI7IOZ2UDY5Ads/BUbC0Vs7e38GyePQhMPXDhzzr3MvcdPBFfatr+t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGqoOJUM6ywWsWz5oFDwCOuaa4GtRCKEvsCmP7id+s0hSsXj6EGPEvRC6EU84Ay0kTrFs7E7BImJ4sI8MxdE0gfXRw2TMXUVD6ldrnSKJbtsz0BXibMgJbJArVP8crsxS0OMNBOgVNuxE+1lIDVnAicFN1WYABtAD9uGRhCi8rLZNRN6bpQuDWJpKtJ0pv6eyCBUahT6pjME3VfL3lT8z2unOrj2Mh4lqcaIzT8KUkF1TKfR0C6XyLQYGQJMcrMrZX2QwLQJsGBCcJZPXiWNStmxy879Zal6s4gjT07IKbkgDrkiVXJHaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn3MW3PWYuaY/IH1+QORxpvQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WfNq3gQipwH7bJUZ9YgZBGY8VEw=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYhd0gaBm0sYxgHpBdwt3J3WTI7IOZ2UDY5Ads/BUbC0Vs7e38GyePQhMPXDhzzr3MvcdPBFfatr+t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGqoOJUM6ywWsWz5oFDwCOuaa4GtRCKEvsCmP7id+s0hSsXj6EGPEvRC6EU84Ay0kTrFs7E7BImJ4sI8MxdE0gfXRw2TMXUVD6ldrnSKJbtsz0BXibMgJbJArVP8crsxS0OMNBOgVNuxE+1lIDVnAicFN1WYABtAD9uGRhCi8rLZNRN6bpQuDWJpKtJ0pv6eyCBUahT6pjME3VfL3lT8z2unOrj2Mh4lqcaIzT8KUkF1TKfR0C6XyLQYGQJMcrMrZX2QwLQJsGBCcJZPXiWNStmxy879Zal6s4gjT07IKbkgDrkiVXJHaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn3MW3PWYuaY/IH1+QORxpvQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WfNq3gQipwH7bJUZ9YgZBGY8VEw=">AAACDXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwShYhd0gaBm0sYxgHpBdwt3J3WTI7IOZ2UDY5Ads/BUbC0Vs7e38GyePQhMPXDhzzr3MvcdPBFfatr+t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGqoOJUM6ywWsWz5oFDwCOuaa4GtRCKEvsCmP7id+s0hSsXj6EGPEvRC6EU84Ay0kTrFs7E7BImJ4sI8MxdE0gfXRw2TMXUVD6ldrnSKJbtsz0BXibMgJbJArVP8crsxS0OMNBOgVNuxE+1lIDVnAicFN1WYABtAD9uGRhCi8rLZNRN6bpQuDWJpKtJ0pv6eyCBUahT6pjME3VfL3lT8z2unOrj2Mh4lqcaIzT8KUkF1TKfR0C6XyLQYGQJMcrMrZX2QwLQJsGBCcJZPXiWNStmxy879Zal6s4gjT07IKbkgDrkiVXJHaqROGHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn3MW3PWYuaY/IH1+QORxpvQ</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="m1f1SRIfzE/OAUiYR8LYO6CRzz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1f1SRIfzE/OAUiYR8LYO6CRzz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1f1SRIfzE/OAUiYR8LYO6CRzz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m1f1SRIfzE/OAUiYR8LYO6CRzz8=">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</latexit>

Pµe is the sum of three terms { <latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit> { <latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RG03HEwJX1WBjc+2nWlsTV1XmgQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis99PK+W/Vq3hxklfgFqUKBRt/96g0SlsUoDRNU667vpSbIqTKcCZxWepnGlLIxHWLXUklj1EE+v3RKzqwyIFGibElD5urviZzGWk/i0HbG1Iz0sjcT//O6mYmug5zLNDMo2WJRlAliEjJ7mwy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjw6nYEPzll1dJ66LmezX//rJavyniKMMJnMI5+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm4SNZQ==</latexit>
SM NSI

● For fixed fab à ellipse for varying dCP

v ⇠ 0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="CI9WSwEwGQ5IGSeGaUVrRpLwNfs=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7AOmQ8mkmTY0jyHJFMrQz3DjQhG3fo07/8a0nYVWD4QczrmXe++JU86M9f0vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aRmWa0BZRXOlujA3lTNKWZZbTbqopFjGnnXh8N/c7E6oNU/LRTlMaCTyULGEEWyeFE9QzTCC/7l/1qzX3LYD+kqAgNSjQ7Fc/ewNFMkGlJRwbEwZ+aqMca8sIp7NKLzM0xWSMhzR0VGJBTZQvVp6hM6cMUKK0e9KihfqzI8fCmKmIXaXAdmRWvbn4nxdmNrmJcibTzFJJloOSjCOr0Px+NGCaEsunjmCimdsVkRHWmFiXUsWFEKye/Je0L+qBXw8eLmuN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIKHiCF3j1rPfsvXnvy9KSV/Qcwy94H99tYZAG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CI9WSwEwGQ5IGSeGaUVrRpLwNfs=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7AOmQ8mkmTY0jyHJFMrQz3DjQhG3fo07/8a0nYVWD4QczrmXe++JU86M9f0vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aRmWa0BZRXOlujA3lTNKWZZbTbqopFjGnnXh8N/c7E6oNU/LRTlMaCTyULGEEWyeFE9QzTCC/7l/1qzX3LYD+kqAgNSjQ7Fc/ewNFMkGlJRwbEwZ+aqMca8sIp7NKLzM0xWSMhzR0VGJBTZQvVp6hM6cMUKK0e9KihfqzI8fCmKmIXaXAdmRWvbn4nxdmNrmJcibTzFJJloOSjCOr0Px+NGCaEsunjmCimdsVkRHWmFiXUsWFEKye/Je0L+qBXw8eLmuN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIKHiCF3j1rPfsvXnvy9KSV/Qcwy94H99tYZAG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CI9WSwEwGQ5IGSeGaUVrRpLwNfs=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7AOmQ8mkmTY0jyHJFMrQz3DjQhG3fo07/8a0nYVWD4QczrmXe++JU86M9f0vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aRmWa0BZRXOlujA3lTNKWZZbTbqopFjGnnXh8N/c7E6oNU/LRTlMaCTyULGEEWyeFE9QzTCC/7l/1qzX3LYD+kqAgNSjQ7Fc/ewNFMkGlJRwbEwZ+aqMca8sIp7NKLzM0xWSMhzR0VGJBTZQvVp6hM6cMUKK0e9KihfqzI8fCmKmIXaXAdmRWvbn4nxdmNrmJcibTzFJJloOSjCOr0Px+NGCaEsunjmCimdsVkRHWmFiXUsWFEKye/Je0L+qBXw8eLmuN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIKHiCF3j1rPfsvXnvy9KSV/Qcwy94H99tYZAG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CI9WSwEwGQ5IGSeGaUVrRpLwNfs=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIosuiG5cV7AOmQ8mkmTY0jyHJFMrQz3DjQhG3fo07/8a0nYVWD4QczrmXe++JU86M9f0vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aRmWa0BZRXOlujA3lTNKWZZbTbqopFjGnnXh8N/c7E6oNU/LRTlMaCTyULGEEWyeFE9QzTCC/7l/1qzX3LYD+kqAgNSjQ7Fc/ewNFMkGlJRwbEwZ+aqMca8sIp7NKLzM0xWSMhzR0VGJBTZQvVp6hM6cMUKK0e9KihfqzI8fCmKmIXaXAdmRWvbn4nxdmNrmJcibTzFJJloOSjCOr0Px+NGCaEsunjmCimdsVkRHWmFiXUsWFEKye/Je0L+qBXw8eLmuN2yKOMpzAKZxDANfQgHtoQgsIKHiCF3j1rPfsvXnvy9KSV/Qcwy94H99tYZAG</latexit>

v ⇠ 0.18
<latexit sha1_base64="8EyCiDAeBBdRBVkFZFwc+MR0EXo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKYI5BLx4jmBjYLGF2MpsMmccyMxsISz7DiwdFvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTjkz1ve/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpQttEcaW7MTaUM0nblllOu6mmWMScPsXju7n/NKHaMCUf7TSlkcBDyRJGsHVSOEE9wwTy60GjX635dX8BtE6CgtSgQKtf/eoNFMkElZZwbEwY+KmNcqwtI5zOKr3M0BSTMR7S0FGJBTVRvjh5hi6cMkCJ0q6kRQv190SOhTFTEbtOge3IrHpz8T8vzGzSiHIm08xSSZaLkowjq9D8fzRgmhLLp45gopm7FZER1phYl1LFhRCsvrxOOlf1wEX2cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESAriBJtxDC9pAQMEzvMKbZ70X7937WLaWvGLmFP7A+/wBc3KQCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EyCiDAeBBdRBVkFZFwc+MR0EXo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKYI5BLx4jmBjYLGF2MpsMmccyMxsISz7DiwdFvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTjkz1ve/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpQttEcaW7MTaUM0nblllOu6mmWMScPsXju7n/NKHaMCUf7TSlkcBDyRJGsHVSOEE9wwTy60GjX635dX8BtE6CgtSgQKtf/eoNFMkElZZwbEwY+KmNcqwtI5zOKr3M0BSTMR7S0FGJBTVRvjh5hi6cMkCJ0q6kRQv190SOhTFTEbtOge3IrHpz8T8vzGzSiHIm08xSSZaLkowjq9D8fzRgmhLLp45gopm7FZER1phYl1LFhRCsvrxOOlf1wEX2cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESAriBJtxDC9pAQMEzvMKbZ70X7937WLaWvGLmFP7A+/wBc3KQCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EyCiDAeBBdRBVkFZFwc+MR0EXo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKYI5BLx4jmBjYLGF2MpsMmccyMxsISz7DiwdFvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTjkz1ve/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpQttEcaW7MTaUM0nblllOu6mmWMScPsXju7n/NKHaMCUf7TSlkcBDyRJGsHVSOEE9wwTy60GjX635dX8BtE6CgtSgQKtf/eoNFMkElZZwbEwY+KmNcqwtI5zOKr3M0BSTMR7S0FGJBTVRvjh5hi6cMkCJ0q6kRQv190SOhTFTEbtOge3IrHpz8T8vzGzSiHIm08xSSZaLkowjq9D8fzRgmhLLp45gopm7FZER1phYl1LFhRCsvrxOOlf1wEX2cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESAriBJtxDC9pAQMEzvMKbZ70X7937WLaWvGLmFP7A+/wBc3KQCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8EyCiDAeBBdRBVkFZFwc+MR0EXo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKYI5BLx4jmBjYLGF2MpsMmccyMxsISz7DiwdFvPo13vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTjkz1ve/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpQttEcaW7MTaUM0nblllOu6mmWMScPsXju7n/NKHaMCUf7TSlkcBDyRJGsHVSOEE9wwTy60GjX635dX8BtE6CgtSgQKtf/eoNFMkElZZwbEwY+KmNcqwtI5zOKr3M0BSTMR7S0FGJBTVRvjh5hi6cMkCJ0q6kRQv190SOhTFTEbtOge3IrHpz8T8vzGzSiHIm08xSSZaLkowjq9D8fzRgmhLLp45gopm7FZER1phYl1LFhRCsvrxOOlf1wEX2cF1r3hZxlOEMzuESAriBJtxDC9pAQMEzvMKbZ70X7937WLaWvGLmFP7A+/wBc3KQCg==</latexit>

T2K
NOvA

⌫ ! ⌫̄ [v, �CP ,�↵� ] ! [�v,��CP ,��↵� ]
<latexit sha1_base64="B1n5qJyjXmDxzudFDBDluWMfe9Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1n5qJyjXmDxzudFDBDluWMfe9Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1n5qJyjXmDxzudFDBDluWMfe9Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1n5qJyjXmDxzudFDBDluWMfe9Y=">AAAChnicbVFda9swFJXdbk3dfaTbY19EQ8sGS7BTSvsY1pc9ZrC0BcuYa/kmEZVlT5ILwfin9E/trf+mchpGvy4Izj33XN2ro6ySwtgwvPf8re1373d6u8Heh4+fPvf3v1yastYcZ7yUpb7OwKAUCmdWWInXlUYoMolX2c1FV7+6RW1Eqf7YVYVJAQsl5oKDdVTav2MZLoRq8K8CrWHVBpSpmjJbUpaB7vAxjW9/UJajtJA2F9PWJdVSpA0DWS3BXWChTdYt8dAph8+kw7e0x25IqeoiQ00ZC/4nAUOVP9kl7Q/CUbgO+hpEGzAgm5im/X8sL3ldoLJcgjFxFFY2aUBbwSW2AasNVsBvYIGxgwoKNEmztrGlR47J6bzU7ihL1+zTjgYKY1ZF5pQF2KV5WevIt2pxbefnSSNUVVtU/HHQvJbUOdb9Cc2FRm7lygHgWrhdKV+CBm7dz3UmRC+f/BpcjkdROIp+jweTnxs7euSAHJJvJCJnZEJ+kSmZEe5ted+9sXfi9/yRf+qfPUp9b9PzlTwLf/IACgHCSg==</latexit>

Parametric curve in biprobability plot:
● For fixed dCP à ellipse for varying fab

a = s223, b = c223 if ↵� = eµ
<latexit sha1_base64="Y9TBkwM0d0Oa/bv6hIvMIe8tLlk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y9TBkwM0d0Oa/bv6hIvMIe8tLlk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y9TBkwM0d0Oa/bv6hIvMIe8tLlk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y9TBkwM0d0Oa/bv6hIvMIe8tLlk=">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</latexit>

a = s23c23, b = �s23c23 if ↵� = e⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="6x4vK90FVcoNKIqJ557VfveRBHo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6x4vK90FVcoNKIqJ557VfveRBHo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6x4vK90FVcoNKIqJ557VfveRBHo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6x4vK90FVcoNKIqJ557VfveRBHo=">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</latexit>

[x, y] = [Pµe, Pµe]
_
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In agreement with dCP ∼ 3p/2 ellipse.
On this ellipse it pins down feµ ∼ 3p/2 

Strongly favors dCP ∼ 3p/2 ellipse
(almost no sensitivity to feµ)

……. dCP = 0
……. dCP = p/2
……. dCP = p
****** dCP = 3p/2

▲ feµ = 0
◼ feµ = p/2
● feµ = p
◆ feµ = 3p/2

NOnAT2K

Pµe
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• The aim of the work is to obtain:

• a precise calculation of the sterile neutrino evolution in the Early Universe;

• bounds on the sterile neutrino parameters from the BBN and CMB measurement.

• Already studied in:

• Dolgov et al, ArXiv:hep-ph/0002223 → analytical treatment

• Ruchayskiy and Ivashko, ArXiv:1202.2841

• Nashwan et al, ArXiv:2006.07387

• We solved exactly and numerically the Boltzmann equation for sterile neutrinos with
𝑚𝑠 < 𝑚𝜋 ∼ 135 MeV and for active neutrinos after their decoupling.

MASSIVE STERILE NEUTRINO IN THE EARLY UNIVERSE

Numerical treatment focused on 𝑌𝑝

06/07/2021 PRIN NAT-NET Leonardo Mastrototaro



𝑥 = 𝑚0𝑎(𝑡) 𝑦 = 𝑚0𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑓 =
𝐼
𝑥𝐻

𝐼 = 2𝜋 4

2𝐸1
∫ 𝑑3ෞ𝑝2𝑑3ෞ𝑝3 𝑑3ෞ𝑝4F 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, 𝑓4 𝑆 𝑀 2𝛿4(𝑝1 + 𝑝2 − 𝑝3 − 𝑝4)

𝑀 2 sum of scattering and decay processes for 𝜈𝑠 and

𝐹 𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3, 𝑓4 = −ෑ
𝑖

𝑓𝑖ෑ
𝑓

(1 ± 𝑓𝑓) +ෑ
𝑖

1 ± 𝑓𝑖 ෑ
𝑓

𝑓𝑓

𝐼 is a 9-dimensional integral that we reduce to a 3-dimensional integral to solve numerically using the
technique developed by

For active neutrinos, we include the neutrino oscillation:

𝐼𝛼 →
𝛽

𝑃𝛽𝛼𝐼𝛽

𝑃𝛽𝛼 is the time-average transition probability from flavour 𝛽 to 𝛼

[Hannestad et al, arXiv:astro-ph/9506015]
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The temperature evolution is taken into account using

𝑑
𝑑𝑥

ҧ𝜌 𝑥 =
1
𝑥

ҧ𝜌 𝑥 − 3𝑃 ,

ҧ𝜌𝑎 =
1
𝜋2 න𝑑𝑦𝑦2

𝑚𝑎
2𝑥2

𝑚2 + 𝑦2𝑓𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑃𝑎 =
1
3𝜋2න

𝑑𝑦𝑦4

𝑚𝑎
2𝑥2
𝑚2 + 𝑦2

𝑓𝑎(𝑥, 𝑦)

We define 𝑧 = 𝑇𝑎(𝑡) and consider two main situations:
• Sterile neutrino decoupled (active-EM in equilibrium);

• Sterile neutrino and active neutrino decoupled (at 𝑥𝑑).

Decoupling condition: Γ = ∫𝑑3ෞ𝑝1𝐼 = 𝐻

PRIN NAT-NET

STERILE NEUTRINO DECOUPLING

Leonardo Mastrototaro06/07/2021
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COMPARISON WITH COSMOLOGICAL OBSERVATION

Planck results:𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2.99 ± 0.17 and 𝑌𝑝 = 0.245 ± 0.003

Sterile neutrinos affect 𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓 and 𝑌𝑝 that are both relevant for CMB. We used a
likehood analysis

𝜒𝐶𝑀𝐵2 = Θ − Θ𝑜𝑏𝑠 Σ𝐶𝑀𝐵−1 Θ − Θ𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝑇

Θ = 𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓, 𝑌𝑝 Θ𝑜𝑏𝑠(2.97, 0.246)

Σ𝐶𝑀𝐵 =
𝜎12 𝜎1𝜎2𝜌

𝜎1𝜎2𝜌 𝜎22

𝜎1 = 0.2650 𝜎2 = 0.0177 𝜌 = −0.845

Considered a value of 𝜒2 = 6.18 corresponding to 95.45% CL.

[Aghanimet al, arXiv:1807.06209]

Leonardo Mastrototaro06/07/2021



CMB and 𝑌𝑝 CONSTRAINTS

Bounds in the plane (𝑚𝑠, 𝜏𝑠) obtained from CMB (red curve) and BBN-Yp (blue curve), as well as forecast
sensitivity of CMB-S4 (black curve), for a sterile neutrino mixed with 𝜈𝜏 (or 𝜈𝜇) and 𝜈𝑒. The 2σ excluded region
is the one above the curves.
For 𝑌𝑝 and 𝑁𝑒𝑓𝑓 we have used the Planck data while for the CMB-S4 the expected sensitivity is 𝜎1 = 0.062 and
𝜎2 = 0.0053 [Baumann et al, arXiv:1508.06342]

06/07/2021 PRIN NAT-NET Leonardo Mastrototaro
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Main goal of this work
• The main goal of this work is to forecast the limits that we can place on 

the lifetime of Heavy Dark Matter (HDM) particles using future neutrino 
radio telescopes.


• We assume that the DM particles decay to a pair of SM particles and the 
minimal decaying DM scenario with only two parameters: 

Rasmi Hajjar Heavy Decaying Dark Matter at future ᜱ radio telescopes 1/5PRIN WP2 2021
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• HDMSpectra to generate DM fluxes:

• Astrophysical neutrinos act as a background.

• Conservative choice: highest theoretical astro fluxes.

Methodology
C. W. Bauer et. al. [2007.15001]
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Cosmogenic

Newborn Pulsars
higher expected 
astrophysical 
contribution in 
literature for neutrino 
radio telescopes

guaranteed but 
uncertain magnitude, 
come from CRs 
interacting with CMB
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p (Nobs !Nastro) = (Nastro)Nobs e!Nastro
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TS(mDM, !DM) =
0 for nDM < Nobs

!2 ln ( $(Nobs !nDM)
$(Nobs !Nobs) ) for nDM % Nobs

Nobs stochastic random variable 
Nastro expected astrophysical events

Conservative choice: 

Nevents of DM > Nevents observed
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Conclusions

• 3 channels, 4 experiments and 2 different 
astrophysical signals. 


• Future work: obtain limits using the current 
gamma-ray measurements for all channels.

• Radio neutrino telescopes will have potential to detect a contribution 
coming from DM.


• Forecast analysis in order to set conservative bounds on the lifetime of 
HDM particles with mDM = 107 − 1015 GeV.
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M

2
' gives the following expressions for the energy

of the final sterile and of active neutrino:
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:

The interaction is flavor dependent and mediated by a pseudoscalar particle. 
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it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
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pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:

• Very interesting case 
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.
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In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:

The interaction is flavor dependent and mediated by a pseudoscalar particle. 
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.
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In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:
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Ample freedom of choice for our model:

•  The most natural possibility is 
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
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where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
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unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
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tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
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this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
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is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.
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We begin by examining the three body decay K
+

!

µ⌫s'. In the limit of vanishing active neutrino masses,
the decay rate is

d�K!µ⌫s' = (6)

=
f
2
KG

2
F |�µ|

2

16MK(2⇡)3

Z
dEpdEk

Q

(M2
' +m2

µ � 2M'Ep)2
,

where

Q = 8M2
'[2(M'Ek � EpEk + p · k)⇥

(2Ep(M' � Ep)�M'Ep +m
2
µ)� (7)

(M2
' +m

2
µ � 2M'Ep)(EpEk + p · k)].

We have defined with p, q, k and P respectively the µ,
', ⌫s and K four-momenta, and in bold face their spatial
three-momenta. fK is the Kaon decay form factor.
With an analogous notations for the four body decay

K
+
! µ⌫s⌫s⌫

0
`, the decay rate can then be written:

d�K!µ⌫s⌫a⌫s =
G

2
F f

2
K |�µ|

2(
P

↵ |�↵|
2)

(2⇡)6M
(8)

Z
|p|2d|p||q|2d|q||k|d|k|d cos ✓d�

EpEqEk|p+ q|

q · lp · k
⇥
(q + l)2 �M2

'

⇤2 ,

where p, q, l, k and P denote the four-momenta re-
spectively of µ, ⌫s, ⌫0` and ⌫s. For convenience, we also
defined s = P � p. In this case, there are 5 independent
variables to parameterize the decay, which we choosed to
be |p|, |q|, |k|, the angle ✓ between p and q, and the az-
imuthal angle � between k and the plane determined by
p and q. In case p and q were collinear, this should be
interpreted as the azimuthal angle around the direction
of p
Both the processes K

+
! µ'⌫s and K

+
! µ⌫s⌫s⌫

0
`

should be observed as K ! µ + missing energy. The
closer Kaon decay process that is reported into PDG [7]
is K ! µ⌫⌫⌫ that can be used to constrain our processes.
Therefore, we impose that the branching ratio to this
channels should be smaller than 2.4⇥ 10�6 [7].
As mentioned in section II, a reasonable choice for a

qualitative picture of the general case is to take �e =
�µ = �⌧ = �. In Figure 2 we consider this case and we
show the region excluded by Kaon decay in the M'�ms

plane for various values of the coupling. From figure (2)
we observe that if

� � 0.01 and (ms orM') & 30MeV , (9)

then the correction to Kaon decay is within the experi-
mental bound.
The four-body decay channel only produces a bump in

the right part of the exclusion contours, corresponding to
a roughly horizontal line of exclusion that only constrains
ms, as expected from our previous considerations: just
as we had deduced, this bump is only relevant for � = 1.
The only case in which the results are drastically dif-

ferent from the choice of equal couplings for the three

Figure 2. Exclusion contours in the M' � ms plane for dif-

ferent values of the coupling � = �e = �µ = �⌧ , for the

choice of equal flavor coupling: the region below the contours

is excluded.

flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.

B. Cosmological bounds

In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.

B. Cosmological bounds

In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.
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nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).
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We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.

B. Cosmological bounds

In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
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epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.
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In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.

B. Cosmological bounds

In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.
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In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.
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In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
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and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e
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streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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principle allow an identification of the tau neutrino ra-
tio in the ultrahigh energy range. We therefore reach the
conclusion that a combined analysis of the energy and fla-
vor structure of the astrophysical neutrino fluxes in the
energy region above the PeV would allow to provide defi-
nite informations about the possibility of active-neutrino
sterile interactions.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section

II we specify our model, emphasizing the role of the pa-
rameters. We then discuss in Section III the constraints,
coming from laboratory experiments, cosmological ob-
servations and astrophysical data. A description of the
benchmark fluxes we have analyzed, as well as of the
methods used to describe the e↵ects of the interaction, is
provided in Section IV. In Section V we show our results
and discuss it. Finally, in Section VI, we come to our
conclusions.

II. MODEL

In this section we describe the model of active-sterile
neutrino interaction analyzed for this work. For definite-
ness we assume throughout the paper that neutrinos are
described by Majorana spinors. We also consider just
one sterile neutrino ⌫s coupling with the active ones via
a new interaction given by

LSI =
X

↵

�↵ ⌫↵�5⌫s' , (1)

where ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ and �↵ are dimensionless free couplings.
The presence of �5 is connected with the Majorana na-
ture of the neutrinos, since the scalar contraction ⌫↵�5⌫s

would otherwise vanish. In order to maintain parity, the
mediator of the interaction ' is chosen as a pseudoscalar.
The interaction in eq.(1) is assumed to arise after the

breaking of SUL(2) weak group, since it explicitly vio-
lates it. The study of a complete Standard Model La-
grangian is beyond the scope of the present paper, since
we are only interested into the phenomenological conse-
quences of the interaction (1). Nevertheless, it is inter-
esting to observe that our interaction must be embedded
into a more fundamental theory that will give rise to a
4⇥ 4 neutrino mass matrix in the bases ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ , ⌫s di-
agonalized by a 4⇥ 4 unitarity matrix parametrized1 by
three mixing angle between active-active states ✓12, ✓13,
✓23 and three mixing angles between active-sterile states
✓1s, ✓2s, ✓3s. For simplicity we assume here that ✓is ⌧ 1,
so small as to neglect its e↵ects. Even though this is
a simplification which restricts the space of parameters
we explore, it allows us to disentangle the e↵ects due to
the interaction from the e↵ects due to the active-sterile
mixing.

1 We do not include in this counting the CP violating phases.

The couplings �↵ are free parameters of the model,
which means that we have an ample freedom of choice for
our model. The most natural possibility is �e = �µ = �⌧ ,
since it preserves lepton universality. However, also the
case in which only �⌧ 6= 0 is very interesting: even though
it is not motivated by symmetry properties, we will see
that it is only very weakly constrained by mesons decay.
It can therefore lead to larger e↵ects on the astrophysical
fluxes without being excluded by present experiments. In
our investigation we therefore consider these two bench-
mark cases.

As mentioned in [2], the cross section for the collision
of sterile-active neutrinos exhibits a resonance in the t-
channel. In fact, if a sterile neutrino with momentum p

collides with a fixed active neutrino, the resonance condi-
tion t = M

2
' gives the following expressions for the energy

of the final sterile and of active neutrino:
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where mi is the mass of the i�th active neutrino, M'

is the mass of the pseudoscalar ' and ms is the mass of
the sterile neutrino. Since mi ⌧ ms,M', from eq. (2) it
follows that the resonance condition can be satisfied for
positive energies if ms > M'. If this condition is satis-
fied, the decay channel ' ! ⌫s⌫ is also kinematically sup-
pressed. The amplitude for the process therefore depends
critically on details of the model we have left unspeci-
fied. In fact, if the scalar mediator were completely sta-
ble, with no other decay channels, the t-resonance comes
unregulated, giving rise to a non integrable pole in the
di↵erential cross section and a diverging total cross sec-
tion. This situation is analogous to the divergence of
the total cross section for Rutherford scattering. The
regularization of this divergence in the case of a stable
mediator particle depends, just as in the case of Ruther-
ford scattering, on the transverse structure of the beam:
if the radius of the beam is a, the cross section cannot
exceed ⇡a

2, so that the total cross section will saturate to
this value. It is however uncommon for a particle to be
completely stable, if this stability does not descend from
some specific property or conservation law. Therefore, It
is unlikely that our mediator should be completely stable
and it may have other decay channels, giving rise to a fi-
nite total decay rate �. This decay rate regularizes the
divergence. Obviously, this implies a dependence on a
new parameter � into our work for the region ms > M'.
In what follows, we adopt the choice that the dominant
decay channel is the decay into two active neutrinos via a
very small mixing angle. We will discuss in Section IVB
the dependence of our results on this assumption.

III. CONSTRAINTS

In the simple extension of the Standard Model under
consideration, we introduce two new species of matter:
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We begin by examining the three body decay K
+

!

µ⌫s'. In the limit of vanishing active neutrino masses,
the decay rate is
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We have defined with p, q, k and P respectively the µ,
', ⌫s and K four-momenta, and in bold face their spatial
three-momenta. fK is the Kaon decay form factor.
With an analogous notations for the four body decay

K
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0
`, the decay rate can then be written:
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where p, q, l, k and P denote the four-momenta re-
spectively of µ, ⌫s, ⌫0` and ⌫s. For convenience, we also
defined s = P � p. In this case, there are 5 independent
variables to parameterize the decay, which we choosed to
be |p|, |q|, |k|, the angle ✓ between p and q, and the az-
imuthal angle � between k and the plane determined by
p and q. In case p and q were collinear, this should be
interpreted as the azimuthal angle around the direction
of p
Both the processes K

+
! µ'⌫s and K

+
! µ⌫s⌫s⌫

0
`

should be observed as K ! µ + missing energy. The
closer Kaon decay process that is reported into PDG [7]
is K ! µ⌫⌫⌫ that can be used to constrain our processes.
Therefore, we impose that the branching ratio to this
channels should be smaller than 2.4⇥ 10�6 [7].
As mentioned in section II, a reasonable choice for a

qualitative picture of the general case is to take �e =
�µ = �⌧ = �. In Figure 2 we consider this case and we
show the region excluded by Kaon decay in the M'�ms

plane for various values of the coupling. From figure (2)
we observe that if

� � 0.01 and (ms orM') & 30MeV , (9)

then the correction to Kaon decay is within the experi-
mental bound.
The four-body decay channel only produces a bump in

the right part of the exclusion contours, corresponding to
a roughly horizontal line of exclusion that only constrains
ms, as expected from our previous considerations: just
as we had deduced, this bump is only relevant for � = 1.
The only case in which the results are drastically dif-

ferent from the choice of equal couplings for the three

Figure 2. Exclusion contours in the M' � ms plane for dif-

ferent values of the coupling � = �e = �µ = �⌧ , for the

choice of equal flavor coupling: the region below the contours

is excluded.

flavors is the one in which �⌧ 6= 0 and the other two cou-
plings are much smaller than it. In fact, as we mentioned
above, this case is unconstrained from meson physics and
even for value of �⌧ ⇠ O(1) the only relevant bound in
the M'�ms plane comes from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
as discussed below.

B. Cosmological bounds

In addition to laboratory bounds, there could be ad-
ditional constraints coming from cosmology at di↵erent
epochs of the Universe. A first constraint comes from
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch and specifi-
cally from the number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In particular, the requirement is that there are no extra
relativistic species (apart from the ones predicted from
the Standard Model) at the moment of the BBN. This
naturally happens if the new introduced species ' and
⌫s are non relativistic and in thermal equilibrium before
and during BBN. Indeed, their distributions will be then
Boltzmann suppressed by a factor of e

�m/TBBN , where
TBBN ' 1 MeV, and will not count as extra degree of
freedom. Another constraint comes from the require-
ment that the new interaction does not a↵ect the free-
streaming nature (non interacting) of the active neutri-
nos at the time of the formation of the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB).

A full discussion of the cosmological bounds would re-
quire explicit solution of the evolution equations for all
the relevant species and is outside the scope of this work.
We will limit ourselves to an order of magnitude esti-
mate of the rates of the relevant processes to get a clear
idea of which portion of the parameter space is e↵ectively
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Allowed parameter space (1)
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secret interactions. 
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range roughly below 100 PeV. In this region the ef-
fects of active-sterile interaction can be detected only
if the sterile mass is su�ciently low that the process
is not kinematically forbidden. As in the previous sec-
tions, we distinguish between the two possibilities: either
�e = �µ = �⌧ = �af (where af denotes all flavors), or
�e = �µ = 0 and �⌧ 6= 0.
In the first case, the Kaon decay strongly constrains

the possible values of the coupling. In particular, we
find that the optimal choice to have noticeable e↵ects
below 100 PeV is to have small sterile masses, large scalar
masses and �af = 1. We take as benchmark values ms =
10 MeV and M' = 1 GeV.
In the second case, in which the mediator only couples

to tau neutrinos, the constraints from Kaon decay are ir-
relevant and we can also consider lower masses forM'. In
order to maximize the e↵ect in this energy range, we have
chosen the benchmark values of ms = 15 MeV, M' = 10
MeV and �⌧ = 1, as represented in Fig, 4 where we show
the neutrino spectra after the new interaction for both
the choices of �, together with the IceCube HESE data
[16]. From this Figure we can infer that the second pos-
sibility is already testable using IceCube data while the
first case is essentially undistinguishable from the power-
law in the energy range probed by IceCube.

Figure 4. Astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra:

the thick line is the flux with no interaction, while the dot-

ted line corresponds to the case of �af = 1 and the dashed

one denotes the case �⌧ = 1, as described in the text. The

experimental points are the IceCube HESE data.

An interesting aspect revealed by Figure 4 is that the
new interaction causes a cuto↵-like feature in the spec-
trum in the range between 1 PeV and 10 PeV. In fact,
the second case with only �⌧ , shows a sudden drop of
the flux at the energy at which the process ⌫↵⌫� ! ⌫s⌫s

becomes kinematically allowed.
The e↵ects of the new interaction can also cause sig-

nificant changes in the flavor structure of the spectrum
since the induced depletion acts di↵erently on each fla-
vor modifying the flavor ratio, namely the fraction of
electron, muon and tau neutrino fluxes. Since the de-
pletion is energy dependent, the result will be an energy
dependent flavor ratio. In Figures 5 we show the flavor
ratios as a function of the energy for the two cases, �af

and �⌧ respectively. We see that the case of only �⌧ has
a threshold behavior with a sudden change of the fla-
vor ratio. This change is quite relevant, especially when
compared with the change in the case �af . We remind
the reader that we assumed a flavor ratio at the source
(1 : 2 : 0): at low energies, where the e↵ects of the inter-
action are inactive, we recover the typical flavor structure
(1 : 1 : 1) at the Earth as expected.

Figure 5. Flavor ratio at Earth as a function of the energy for

the first benchmark case in the text (ms = 10 MeV,M' = 300

MeV, �e = �µ = �⌧ = 1) (top pannel) and second benchmark

case in the text (ms = 15 MeV, M' = 10 MeV, �⌧ = 1)

(bottom pannel).

The e↵ects of secret interaction on the flavor structure
of the spectrum, namely the modifications of the flavor
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the constraints from mesons decay are irrelevant 
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The new interaction causes a cutoff-like feature in the spectrum in the range between 1 PeV and 10 PeV 

Cutoff-like feature in the spectrum:

both the choices of !, together with the IceCube HESE data
[72]. From this figure, we can infer that the second
possibility is already testable using IceCube data, while
the first case is essentially undistinguishable from the
power law in the energy range probed by IceCube.
An interesting aspect revealed by Fig. 4 is that the new

interaction causes a cutoff-like feature in the spectrum in
the range between 1 PeV and 10 PeV. In fact, the second
case, with only !", shows a sudden drop of the flux at the
energy at which the process #$#% ! #s#s becomes kine-
matically allowed.
We also emphasize that, in the case ms ! 15 MeV,

M& ! 10 MeV, where regeneration may slightly change
the results because of the presence of sterile neutrino
decays; in addition to the absorption, there is a small
pileup of neutrinos in the region between 100 TeV and
1 PeV. As mentioned before, this result has been obtained
using first order perturbation theory for the treatment of the
regeneration term.
The effects of the new interaction can also cause

significant changes in the flavor structure of the spectrum
since the induced depletion acts differently on each flavor
modifying the flavor ratio, namely the fraction of electron,
muon, and tau neutrino fluxes. Since the depletion is energy
dependent, the result will be an energy dependent flavor
ratio. In Fig. 5, we show the flavor ratios as a function of the
energy for the two cases, !af and !", respectively. We see
that the case of only !" has a threshold behavior with a
sudden change of the flavor ratio. This change is quite
relevant, especially when compared with the change in the
case !af. We remind the reader that we assumed a flavor

ratio at the source "1!2!0#: at low energies, where the
effects of the interaction are inactive, we recover the typical
flavor structure "1!1!1# at the Earth as expected.
The effects of secret interaction on the flavor structure of

the spectrum, namely the modifications of the flavor ratio,
can also be represented in the flavor triangle: we show this
for case !" ! 1, which has the largest effect, in Fig. 6. The
red and the orange points correspond to an energy of
105 GeV and 108 GeV, respectively. The flavor sensitivity,
which has been forecasted for IceCube-Gen2 [73], in the
case of pion beam sources with a flavor ratio "1!2!0# at the
source, has been shown as well. The triangle representation
suggests the possibility that future experiments might be
able to unveil a different flavor structure possibly caused by
active-sterile secret interactions. It is worth noticing that
this change induced by the interaction is also dominant with
respect to the uncertainty due to the mixing parameters. A
fundamental feature of the change in flavor induced by
secret interactions is that it has a unique energy depend-
ence, which descends from the resonances and thresholds
of the interaction. Since the data from IceCube-Gen2 might

FIG. 4. Astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra: the
thick line is the flux with no interaction, while the dotted line
corresponds to the case of !af ! 1 and the dashed one denotes the
case !" ! 1, as described in the text. The experimental points are
the IceCube HESE data.

FIG. 5. Flavor ratio at Earth as a function of the energy for
the first benchmark case in the text (ms ! 10 MeV,
M& ! 300 MeV, !e ! !' ! !" ! 1) (top panel) and second
benchmark case in the text (ms ! 15 MeV, M& ! 10 MeV,
!" ! 1) (bottom panel).
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modifying the flavor ratio, namely the fraction of electron,
muon, and tau neutrino fluxes. Since the depletion is energy
dependent, the result will be an energy dependent flavor
ratio. In Fig. 5, we show the flavor ratios as a function of the
energy for the two cases, !af and !", respectively. We see
that the case of only !" has a threshold behavior with a
sudden change of the flavor ratio. This change is quite
relevant, especially when compared with the change in the
case !af. We remind the reader that we assumed a flavor

ratio at the source "1!2!0#: at low energies, where the
effects of the interaction are inactive, we recover the typical
flavor structure "1!1!1# at the Earth as expected.
The effects of secret interaction on the flavor structure of

the spectrum, namely the modifications of the flavor ratio,
can also be represented in the flavor triangle: we show this
for case !" ! 1, which has the largest effect, in Fig. 6. The
red and the orange points correspond to an energy of
105 GeV and 108 GeV, respectively. The flavor sensitivity,
which has been forecasted for IceCube-Gen2 [73], in the
case of pion beam sources with a flavor ratio "1!2!0# at the
source, has been shown as well. The triangle representation
suggests the possibility that future experiments might be
able to unveil a different flavor structure possibly caused by
active-sterile secret interactions. It is worth noticing that
this change induced by the interaction is also dominant with
respect to the uncertainty due to the mixing parameters. A
fundamental feature of the change in flavor induced by
secret interactions is that it has a unique energy depend-
ence, which descends from the resonances and thresholds
of the interaction. Since the data from IceCube-Gen2 might

FIG. 4. Astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra: the
thick line is the flux with no interaction, while the dotted line
corresponds to the case of !af ! 1 and the dashed one denotes the
case !" ! 1, as described in the text. The experimental points are
the IceCube HESE data.

FIG. 5. Flavor ratio at Earth as a function of the energy for
the first benchmark case in the text (ms ! 10 MeV,
M& ! 300 MeV, !e ! !' ! !" ! 1) (top panel) and second
benchmark case in the text (ms ! 15 MeV, M& ! 10 MeV,
!" ! 1) (bottom panel).
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ratio, can also be represented in the flavor triangle: we
show this for case �⌧ = 1, which has the largest e↵ect, in
Figure 6.
The red and the orange points correspond to an energy of
105 GeV and 108 GeV, respectively. The flavor sensitiv-
ity which has been forecasted for IceCube-Gen2 [17], in
the case of pion beam sources with a flavor ratio (1 : 2 : 0)
at the source, has been shown as well. The triangle repre-
sentation suggests the possibility that future experiments
might be able to unveil a di↵erent flavor structure pos-
sibly caused by active-sterile secret interactions. It is
worth noticing that this change induced by the interac-
tion is also dominant with respect to the uncertainty due
to the mixing parameters.
A fundamental feature of the change in flavor induced by
secret interactions is that it has a unique energy depen-
dence, which descends from the resonances and thresh-
olds of the interaction. Since the data from IceCube-
Gen2 might allow in the future to investigate the inter-
play between flavor and energy, this is a result which
might be of experimental interest.

Figure 6. Flavor ratio, reproduced in the flavor triangle, for

varying energy for the second case in the text (ms = 15 MeV,

M' = 10 MeV, �⌧ = 1). The red and orange points corre-

spond to an energy of 10
5
GeV and 10

8
GeV, respectively.

The forecasted sensitivity of IceCube-Gen2 is shown as well.

B. Cosmogenic

For the case of cosmogenic fluxes, which are relevant
at higher energies, the absorption e↵ect is most impor-
tant for higher masses of the sterile neutrino and of the
scalar mediator. In this part of the parameter space, the
constraints from mesons decay are substantially irrele-
vant, so there is no need to distinguish between the two
case studied above. We will therefore analyze as a single
choice the case �e = �µ = �⌧ = 1, ms = 250 MeV and
M' = 250 MeV. In Figure 7 we show the e↵ect of the
interaction on the cosmogenic flux. We can observe that
the e↵ect is maximal around 109÷10 GeV. We address the

reader to our previous paper [2] for more details also in
relation to future experiments.

Figure 7. Cosmogenic all flavor neutrino power law spectra:

the thick line is the flux with no interaction, while the dashed

line correspond to the benchmark case described in the text.

As in the astrophysical neutrino case, also for the cos-
mogenic flux we analyze the flavor structure as a function
of energy, as shown in Figures 8.

Figure 8. Flavor ratio at Earth as a function of the energy for

the cosmogenic benchmark case in the text (ms = 250 MeV,

M' = 250 MeV, �e = �µ = �⌧ = 1).

Flavor at 105 GeV  

Flavor at 108 GeV 

forecasted sensitivity of IceCube-Gen2 

both the choices of !, together with the IceCube HESE data
[72]. From this figure, we can infer that the second
possibility is already testable using IceCube data, while
the first case is essentially undistinguishable from the
power law in the energy range probed by IceCube.
An interesting aspect revealed by Fig. 4 is that the new

interaction causes a cutoff-like feature in the spectrum in
the range between 1 PeV and 10 PeV. In fact, the second
case, with only !", shows a sudden drop of the flux at the
energy at which the process #$#% ! #s#s becomes kine-
matically allowed.
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that the case of only !" has a threshold behavior with a
sudden change of the flavor ratio. This change is quite
relevant, especially when compared with the change in the
case !af. We remind the reader that we assumed a flavor

ratio at the source "1!2!0#: at low energies, where the
effects of the interaction are inactive, we recover the typical
flavor structure "1!1!1# at the Earth as expected.
The effects of secret interaction on the flavor structure of

the spectrum, namely the modifications of the flavor ratio,
can also be represented in the flavor triangle: we show this
for case !" ! 1, which has the largest effect, in Fig. 6. The
red and the orange points correspond to an energy of
105 GeV and 108 GeV, respectively. The flavor sensitivity,
which has been forecasted for IceCube-Gen2 [73], in the
case of pion beam sources with a flavor ratio "1!2!0# at the
source, has been shown as well. The triangle representation
suggests the possibility that future experiments might be
able to unveil a different flavor structure possibly caused by
active-sterile secret interactions. It is worth noticing that
this change induced by the interaction is also dominant with
respect to the uncertainty due to the mixing parameters. A
fundamental feature of the change in flavor induced by
secret interactions is that it has a unique energy depend-
ence, which descends from the resonances and thresholds
of the interaction. Since the data from IceCube-Gen2 might

FIG. 4. Astrophysical all flavor neutrino power law spectra: the
thick line is the flux with no interaction, while the dotted line
corresponds to the case of !af ! 1 and the dashed one denotes the
case !" ! 1, as described in the text. The experimental points are
the IceCube HESE data.

FIG. 5. Flavor ratio at Earth as a function of the energy for
the first benchmark case in the text (ms ! 10 MeV,
M& ! 300 MeV, !e ! !' ! !" ! 1) (top panel) and second
benchmark case in the text (ms ! 15 MeV, M& ! 10 MeV,
!" ! 1) (bottom panel).
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in the atmosphere by means of 24 large telescopes placed
at four observation sites located atop small elevations on
the perimeter of the SD array. It is sensitive to UHECRs
with energy above (1018 eV) . On the other side, the SD
apparatus consists of an array of water-Cherenkov detec-
tors that are located on a large area of about 3000 km2

arranged in a hexagonal pattern.
Although the primary goal of PAO was to study UHE-

CRs, it has been shown in [82] that it can also study
cosmogenic neutrinos. Indeed neutrinos arriving at large
zenith angle (horizontal with respect to the detector) pro-
duce at the sea level extensive air showers with small ra-
dius of curvature [82], in contrast with other showers from
large zenith angles. The electromagnetic component of
ordinary air showers at large zenith angles from hadronic
cosmic rays is attenuated by the atmosphere before ar-
riving at the sea level. Deeply penetrating particles like
neutrinos come instead unattenuated [83]. Recent up-
grades of the PAO sensitivity can be found in [84] and
an integrated sensitivity to cosmogenic neutrino fluxes is
found of about 4 · 10�9 GeV cm

�2
s
�1

sr
�1. Such a sen-

sitivity will be improved by the Giant Radio Array for
Neutrino Detection (GRAND) [34], that will be located
in various favorable mountainous places in the world and
is planned to take data in 2025 and should reach, after
10 years of data, an integrated sensitivity to cosmogenic
neutrino fluxes of 1 · 10�10 GeV cm

�2
s
�1

sr
�1, thus im-

proving of a factor of ten the current PAO sensitivity.
GRAND will detect the radio emission coming from large
particle showers, namely extensive air showers, like PAO.
In the first detection stage, GRAND10k will use an array
of 10.000 radio antennas deployed over an area of 10.000
km2 GRAND10k. A second stage for grand is planned,
GRAND200k with 200.000 receivers, which could take
data starting from 2030.
A further class of experiments are the Askaryan radio

experiments, like ARIANNA [85]. The ARIANNA exper-
iment, located in the South Pole, aims to detect the radio
signals of cosmogenic neutrinos. The ARIANNA concept
is based on installing high-gain log periodic dipole an-
tennas close to the surface monitoring the underlying ice
for the radio signals following a neutrino interaction and
based on the Askaryan e↵ect.
In Figure 3 we provide the expected cosmogenic spec-

tra both in the absence of secret interactions and in their
presence, for some benchmark values of the scalar me-
diator masses. These spectra have been obtained under
the assumption of a purely protonic UHECRs flux (top
panel) and purely helium cosmic rays (bottom panel).
The coupling has been fixed to � = 1, while the sterile
mass is taken to be 250 MeV. The dashed, dotdashed
and dotted curve respectively correspond to a mass of
the scalar mediator of 300 MeV, 500 MeV and 1 GeV. In
agreement with the expectations, larger masses for the
mediator correspond to weaker absorption.
The sensitivities of the GRAND, the PAO and the AR-

IANNA [86] experiments are shown as well. It appears
that already the GRAND and the ARIANNA experiment

Figure 3. E↵ects on the cosmogenic spectrum expected in
the case of: top panel) proton cosmic rays, bottom panel)

helium cosmic rays. The continuous green curve is the
cosmogenic spectrum expected in the absence of secret in-
teractions, the dashed, dotdashed and dotted lines are the
spectrum for secret interactions with ms = 250 MeV and
M' = 300, 500, 1000 MeV respectively. The sensitivity of the
GRAND experiment, the 90% C.L. of PAO, the integrated
sensitivity of GRAND after 10 years of data and the sensitiv-
ity of the ARIANNA experiment are also shown.

after 3 years of data taking would be able to distinguish
the presence of the secret interaction, even for masses as
large as 500 MeV, at least in the case of purely protonic
UHECRs. In fact, while in the absence of the secret in-
teraction the cosmogenic flux should be detected up to
energies of ⇠ 1010 GeV, being above the sensitivity of the
experiment, the interaction causes its absorption, making
the flux undetectable already at energies of ⇠ 109 GeV.

This conclusion depends very strongly, however, on our
choice for the coupling. In fact, since the cross section,
appearing in the exponent of the absorption coe�cient,
grows as the fourth power of the coupling, already a
choice of � ⇠ 0.1 renders the absorption e↵ect completely
negligible. A milder dependence is the one expected on
the sterile neutrino masses. Raising this mass causes an

proton cosmic rays 
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